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Are you desperately trying to figure out if you are with a narcissist? (spouse, boyfriend, significant other, 

partner).  This checklist will help you know for sure if in your current relationship (or past relationship) 

"You Are Crazy Or He Is a Jerk (Narcissist)" so that you can step out of the fog of confusion.  When 

considering these red flags, answer based on how things are or were like most of the time. Reflect on 

these red flags honestly, don't worry if it's the “right” answer.  Trust yourself.  If you have any questions, 

e-mail me at: tracy@fiercelyempowered.com 

 

➢ Red Flag #1 – You Feel Broken, Crazy, Confused and Hopeless 
✓ He love bombs after abusing you with charm, showering you with love, excessive affection, 

attention, flattery, praise, flowers, gifts, returns to the charming person you fell in love 

with, talks about a future together, the anger and abuse magically disappear. 
✓ He hoovers you when you are ready to end things or have left with promises of change, 

extreme remorsefulness, apologizes, threatens self-harm, whatever it takes to get you back. 
✓ He says he wants to change but his behavior never changes.  You feel helpless to get him to 

change. 
✓ You keep trying to make your relationship work because you believe his promises to 

change. 
✓ According to him “your feelings are your problem”. 
✓ You find yourself looking up what a narcissist is and desperately trying to figure out what 

went wrong with your relationship. 
✓ You feel like his anger and the problems in your relationship are your fault. 
✓ You have become a detective trying to figure out why you are hurting so much and why he 

changed. 
✓ He won’t go with you to a therapist or if he does, he twists everything around to sound like 

you’re the problem and the therapist unknowingly abuses you by focusing on your 

“problems”. 
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➢ Red Flag #2 – You Feel Invisible, Ignored, Your Needs Don’t Matter 
✓ When you bring up what is bothering you or what you want, he dismisses you as too 

sensitive, exaggerating, needy, selfish, childish, says you cry too much. 
✓ He accuses you of being unstable or the problem (in front of others too). 
✓ He belittles your accomplishments. 
✓ He makes jokes at your expense that are hidden abuse. 
✓ He breaks promises he makes to you and the kids. 
✓ Your emotions are not validated or allowed to be expressed. 
✓ He thinks you are the one with the problems and he doesn’t have any. 
✓ His needs always matter and he always has to be heard. 
✓ He has double standards: he can do whatever he wants and you can’t without being bullied 

or accused, reporting to him. 
 

➢ Red Flag #3– You Doubt and Second Guess Yourself 
✓ Feeling this way means he is most likely gaslighting you which looks like: 
✓ He denies he said or did things you remember distinctly for a fact he said or did, you might 

even have proof and he will still deny it. 
✓ He tells you something and within the next minute (or soon after) he literally denies he said 

it and makes you out to be crazy. 
✓ He tells you your imagining things when you question his denial. 
✓ He tells you you did things you know you didn’t say or do. 
✓ He twists the facts to make you question yourself and wonder if he is right. 
✓ He creates constant drama and confusion over everything. 
✓ He uses word salads and circular conversations to make you feel crazy. 
✓ In extreme cases he will hide things or move things so you think you’re going crazy. 

 

➢ Red Flag #4 – You Feel Blamed and Bullied: 
✓ He blames you for his anger and his actions: “you mad him do it” 
✓ He makes you feel bad for doing things without him. 
✓ He provokes and then blames you. 
✓ He blames you for his cheating, lying, and/or addictions. 
✓ He is always the victim. 
✓ He bullies you for anything you do that he doesn’t “approve of”. 
✓ He points out everything you do wrong. 
✓ He projects how he is feeling on to you and blames you for feeling that way. 
✓ He is condescending and shaming to you. 
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➢ Red Flag #5 – You Feel Isolated and Alone 
✓ He discourages or keeps you from seeing family and friends, from working, doing the things 

you enjoy. 
✓ He brings up that your friends and family don’ really like you, making fake allies. 
✓ He smears, discredits or slanders you to your family and friends by using personal 

information or telling lies against you. 
✓ He is one person in public and another in private. 
✓ He discourages you from telling other people your “business” so they don’t know you are 

being abused and you won’t get support. 
✓ He uses the silent treatment to control you. 
✓ He paints you as unstable, insecure and crazy to family and friends. 
✓ He compares you to everyone in his life (first good and then bad). 
✓ He provokes you to feel guilty. 

 

➢ Red Flag #6 – He Lacks Empathy & Compassion 
✓ He is unable to express appropriate and genuine compassion and empathy most of the 

time. 
✓ He is capable of extreme and atrocious behavior that seriously damages your emotions. 

physical wellbeing and/or physical safety, resources and/or property and doesn’t 

recognize the impact on you or have any empathy or compassion for how you feel after he 

abuses you. 
✓ He says things after he abuses you like “are you going to pout all day”, “I suppose you’re 

going to be upset all day”, “get over it already” to make you wrong for being upset. 
✓ He cannot laugh at himself and his mistakes. 
✓ If someone goes against them, he fights to kill, so to speak. 
✓ He refuses to understand others point of view, his view is right. 
✓ He doesn’t listen to understand, he listens to win. 

 

➢ Red Flag #7– He Won’t Take Responsibility or Be Accountable 
✓ He twists, turns, abuses, confuses, blames or attacks when confronted about his 

wrongdoings or your upset feelings. 
✓ He has a million excuses as to why it’s never his fault. 
✓ He never or rarely apologizes. 
✓ If he does apologize, he is insincere and vague, says things like “sorry your upset”, “that 

wouldn’t upset anyone else, sorry”, rather than acknowledge what he did that hurt you. 
✓ He vaguely apologizes and when you want a real apology he says “I apologized, what more 

do you want”. 
✓ He refuses to promptly and sincerely be responsible and remorseful for his actions. 
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✓ All his ex’s were crazy and/or the relationship failure was his ex’s fault. 
✓ He has a disdain for regulations and makes up his own set of rules. 
✓ He steals money from you and lies about it or says he was going to pay you back. 
✓ He “borrows” money and never pays you back. 

 

➢ Red Flag #8 – He Needs to Be the Center of Attention 
✓ He has a big ego that can never be filled no matter how much you stroke his ego. 
✓ He is entitled, self-centered, arrogant and superior to others. 
✓ He glorifies his achievements and brags about what a great guy he is. 
✓ He cuts you off in conversations because what he has to say is more important. 
✓ He makes every conversation about him even when it isn’t. 
✓ He ruins birthdays, holidays and functions if he is not the center of attention. 
✓ How he looks in public is all that matters to him so he will do anything (control and/or 

manipulate you) to keep the “family unit together” to avoid failure or embarrassment. 
✓ He craves power & control; drama is the norm to him. 
✓ He seeks attention, negative or positive, as long as it is attention. 
✓ He may have a hostile reaction to attention and credit given to others. 

 

➢ Red Flag #9 – He is Easily Angered 
✓ He is easily offended by either real or perceived criticism. 
✓ He flies off the handle into a rage over even the smallest upset. 
✓ He rages for hours or gives you the silent treatment as punishment for “making him angry” 

or ‘doing something to offend him”. 
✓ Any perceived slight is the basis for him to blow up. 
✓ You feel afraid of him when he is angry or afraid to “make him angry”. 
✓ You tiptoe around to avoid saying or doing anything that will set him off. 
✓ You are often clueless as to what has set him off this time. 
✓ You fear any fight could end the relationship. 
✓ Even when things are running smoothly, the treat of punishment is looming over you. 

 

➢ Red Flag #10 – He is a Cheater 
✓ He cheats emotionally by talking to and/or sending flirting texts to other women. 
✓ He flirts with other women at parties. 
✓ He checks out other women in your presence. 
✓ He cheats with Porn, might be addicted. 
✓ He has had multiple affairs behind your back. 
✓ He frequents prostitutes or strip clubs without your knowledge. 
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✓ He cheats and blames you. 
✓ He accuses you of cheating when he is the one cheating. 
✓ He accuses you of cheating with no proof. 

 

➢ Red Flag #11 – He Lies Most of the Time 
✓ He is a pathological Liar. 
✓ He lies even when he doesn’t have to. 
✓ He lies about even the smallest, unimportant things. 
✓ He embellishes his achievements and activities to make him look like a great guy. 
✓ He acts one way in public and another way in private. 
✓ He is two-faced and critical of others behind their back 
✓ He has different personas around different people. 
✓ He distorts facts to get what he wants. 
✓ He rewrites history to suit what he needs in the moment. 

 

➢ Red Flag #12 – He is Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde 
✓ He is giving, charming and loving one minute and then withholding, angry, accusing, 

devaluing, discarding the next. 
✓ He is one person one minute and turns into another person at the drop of a hat so you 

never know who to expect. 
✓ You feel like you are on an emotional rollercoaster all the time never knowing what will set 

him off this time. 
✓ Your body feels as you constantly brace yourself for the next shoe to drop. 
✓ What upsets him one day doesn’t the next and vice versa. 
✓ You never know where you stand or what will happen next. 
✓ You feel you might be in danger. 

 

➢ Red Flag #13 – You Feel Criticized & Judged Frequently 
✓ He is critical, hard to please, nothing you do is ever good enough. 
✓ You are on pins & needles all the time waiting for his next abusive explosion. 
✓ He is capable of being verbally, emotionally and psychologically abusive. 
✓ He gets angry out of nowhere or for small insignificant things. 
✓ You feel like you can never meet his expectations. 
✓ You walk on eggshells trying to keep the peace and avoid his anger. 
✓ He insults, smirks, teases and/or tortures you. 
✓ He knows how to push your buttons and make you feel crazy. 
✓ Whatever you say is used against you later in a fight to make you wrong or bad. 
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➢ Red Flag #14 – You Have Never-Ending Fights 
✓ You end up in circular conversations where he twists everything you say around. 
✓ He brings up things from the past that have nothing to do with the fight to blame you and 

make the fight about you and “what you did”. 
✓ He accuses you of things with no basis. 
✓ He changes his story frequently so it’s hard to follow what the truth is. 
✓ He confuses, blames, bullies, attacks, makes it seem like the fight is your fault. 
✓ You never get a solution or resolution; the fight is always left unfinished. 
✓ He creates confusion instead of peace. 
✓ He is always right according to him. 
✓ He is in the fight to win, not to understand, no matter the cost to you or your relationship. 

 

➢ Red Flag #15 – He Controls & Manipulates You 
✓ He controls his money and yours, controls your spending. 
✓ You don’t have a bank account with money or credit cards with credit available only in your 

name. 
✓ He points out your imperfections. 
✓ He tells you what to wear, how to do your hair and makeup. 
✓ He violates your boundaries frequently. 
✓ He tries to control where you go, who you see and talk to. 
✓ He keeps you from working or you are a stay-at-home mom and you have no money.  
✓ He is intrusive (without your permission he looks at your phone to see who you text and 

call, reads your journals, etc.). and you don’t have a right to your privacy. 
✓ He points out everything he does to “help you” so you feel indebted to him. 

 

➢ More Red Flags (as if you need more!) 
✓ Tit for Tat Behavior 
✓ He rushed you into your relationship (soul mate, proposed marriage early on, promises of a 

future together, there is no one like you, etc.) 
✓ He projects his behavior on to you and accuses you of doing that behavior (cheating, lying, 

judging, keeping secrets, flirting, etc.)  
✓ He guilt trips you into having sex, you feel like you have no choice to keep the peace and go 

ahead but you feel forced.  (you aren’t physically forced but you are emotionally force). 
✓ He convinces you to have sex after he has been abusive so you can “make up”. 
✓ He hits, shoves, grabs, strangles, blocks your path, throws things, etc. (physically abusive). 
✓ He calls you names (bitch, c**t…). (verbally abusive). 
✓ He demands unwarranted trust from you. 
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✓ He spends money like crazy that he doesn’t have to spend. 
✓ Poor manager of money and takes no responsibility for his part. 
✓ His is an alcoholic, drug addict, sex or porn addict, gambling addict.  
✓ He is reckless and impulsive. 
✓ He lives in a fantasy world. 
✓ He doesn’t have friends or relationships with family. 
✓ He is crazy jealous for no reason. 

If you are experiencing several of these red flags, you are with a narcissist.  Since narcissists truly 

believe they do nothing wrong and everyone else is the problem, they are not capable of self-

reflection and therefore are unable to see their behavior as hurtful and make changes like a 

reasonable adult would.  No matter how long you stay, the abuse will never get better, only 

worse. 

This is heartbreaking and difficult to believe because he seems loving and normal at times.  I can 

help you get clarity on what do next.  

 

ARE YOU READY TO STOP FEELING CRAZY AND CONFUSED? 

I'd love to gift you a complimentary 
“STEP INTO SANITY”  

Breakthrough Session with me. 
 

During our session you will: 
➢ Uncover any hidden blocks and 

challenges that are keeping you stuck, 
broken & alone in your relationship, 
sabotaging you from getting the love you 
deserve. 
 

➢ Discover the game changing next steps 
to stop feeling crazy and start feeling 
sane and like yourself again. 

 

➢ Leave the session renewed, refreshed 
and inspired to create an amazing relationship where you are cherished & loved! 
 

Schedule Your FREE “STEP INTO SANITY” Breakthrough Session Right NOW by 
Clicking HERE. 
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